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YEARBOOKS

2018: Power
In 2018, the People’s Republic of China (PRC) was, by most
measures, more powerful than at any other time in its
history and had become one of the most powerful countries in the world. Its economy faced serious challenges,
including from the ongoing ‘trade war’ with the US, but
still ranked as the world’s second largest. Its Belt and
Road Initiative, meanwhile, continued to carve paths of
influence and economic integration across several continents. A deft combination of policy, investment, and
entrepreneurship has also turned the PRC into a global
‘techno-power’. It aims, with a good chance of success,
at becoming a global science and technology leader by
2049 – one hundred years from the founding of the PRC.

2017: Prosperity

A ‘moderately prosperous society’ with no Chinese
individual left behind — that’s the vision for China set out
by Chinese President Xi Jinping in a number of important
speeches in 2017. ‘Moderate’ prosperity may seem like
a modest goal for a country with more billionaires (609
at last count) than the US. But the ‘China Story’ is a
complex one. The China Story Yearbook 2017: Prosperity
surveys the important events, pronouncements, and
personalitites that defined 2017. It also presents a range
of perspectives, from the global to the individual, the
official to the unofficial, from mainland China to Hong
Kong and Taiwan. Together, the stories present a richly
textured portrait of a nation that in just forty years
has lifted itself from universal poverty to (unequally
distributed) wealth, changing itself and the world
in the process.
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2016: Control

‘More cosmopolitan, more lively, more global’ is how the
China Daily summed up the year 2016 in China.
It was also a year of more control. The Chinese
Communist Party laid down strict new rules of conduct
for its members, continued to assert its dominance over
everything from the Internet to the South China Sea and
announced a new Five-Year Plan that Greenpeace called
‘quite possibly the most important document in the
world in setting the pace of acting on climate change’.

2015: Pollution

This Yearbook explores the broader ramifications of
pollution in the People’s Republic for culture, society law
and social activism, as well as the Internet, language,
thought, and approaches to history. It looks at how it
affects economic and political developments, urban
change, and China’s regional and global posture. The
Chinese Communist Party, led by ‘Chairman of Everything’
Xi Jinping, meanwhile, has subjected mainland society to
increasingly repressive control in its new determination
to rid the country of Western ‘spiritual pollutants’ while
achieving cultural purification through ‘propaganda and
ideological work’.

2014: Shared Destiny

The People’s Republic of China under the leadership
of the Chinese Communist Party and Xi Jinping, has
declared that it shares in the destiny of the countries of
the Asia and Pacific region, as well as of nations that are
part of an intertwined national self-interest. The China
Story Yearbook 2014 takes the theme of Shared Destiny
共同命运 and considers it in the context of China’s
current and future potential.

2013: Civilising China

As China becomes wealthier and more confident on
the global stage, it also expects to be respected and
accommodated as a major global force — and as a
formidable civilisation. Through a survey and analysis of
China’s regional posture, urban change, social activism
and law, mores, the Internet, history, and thought — in
which the concept of ‘civilising’ plays a prominent role
— China Story Yearbook 2013 offers insights into the
country today and its dreams for the future.

2012: Red Rising, Red Eclipse

The authors of Red Rising, Red Eclipse survey China’s
regional posture, urban change, social activism and law,
human rights and economics, the Internet, history, and
thought. This inaugural China Story Yearbook offers an
informed perspective on recent developments in China
and provides a context for understanding ongoing
issues that will resonate far beyond the Dragon Year
of 2012–2013
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